
PROVISIONAL TUBULAR CAST-ON TUTORIAL

Provisional Cast-On

For this technique you will need a piece of smooth waste yarn 4 to 5 yards [about 4 meters] long. 

1.  With the waste yarn, chain 3 sts as follows: To set up, make a slip knot, slide onto a crochet 
hook, then tighten so it is close to the shaft but still loose. To make the first chain st, wrap 
working yarn around the shaft once, from back to front (this is a yarnover), then use the 
hook to pull the yarnover through the st on the shaft. Repeat to chain 2 more sts.

2. Place your knitting needle to the left of the crochet hook (photo A).
3. Wrap the working yarn counterclockwise from the back of the needle to the front, then reach 

over with the crochet hook and grab the yarn (photo B). Pull the yarn through the loop on 
the crochet hook. You have cast on 1 st (photo C). Move the working yarn between the needle 
and the crochet hook to the back to reset.

4. Repeat step 3 until you have cast on required number of sts, then chain 5 sts (photo D).
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Tubular Cast-On

5. Beginning at the end of the provisional cast-on with 3 chain sts, knit 1 row in MC, working 
the MC knit sts into the provisionally CO sts (photo E). Working flat, complete 3 more rows 
in St st, ending with a WS row (photo F). 

6. Beginning at the end with 5 chain sts, pull the tail to undo the chain sts (photo G).
7. Transfer the first row of MC sts onto a circ, undoing provisional sts as you go: Insert circ 

through right leg of each knit st while simultaneously pulling the crochet chain out. The 
first MC st to be released will have scrap yarn threaded through it, which must be untangled 
(photo H). The remaining provisional sts will pull out very easily as you transfer MC sts one 
by one (photo I). 

8. You have relocated all the provisional sts to a second needle (photo J). 
9. Slide knitting toward the working ends of the needles near the working yarn. Hold needles 

together with knit side out (WS facing).
10. Using a spare circ, *k1tbl from front needle (photo K), p1 from back needle (photo L); rep 

from * to end. Check that you have the appropriate number of sts for your project.
11. Pm for BOR and join to work in the rnd, being careful not to twist sts (photo M). (The jog at 

the join is easily hidden during finishing by weaving the tail across the gap before securing 
on the WS.)
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